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Another great week of learning everyone! Well Done! It really is important to

keep going as there is a small light at the end of the tunnel until we are all back together
as a school community - each day is a step further in the right direction. Everyone is
showing such resilience with home learning and the general lockdown across the
country….thank you. As we have said it is important that everyone looks after themselves
and does what is best for their families. This week has been Child Mental Health Week
and both in school and at home, we have encouraged you all to embrace activities
that will help nurture our mental wellbeing. We realise that most people are currently
spending a lot of time sitting behind a computer screen, with minimal exercise, so by introducing
‘screen-free’ Wednesday afternoon, we are hoping you can enjoy time, maybe outdoors with your
family, to revitalise both mind and body. We have also been assigning wellbeing tasks for the children to
complete both in school and at home. At this time, more than ever, it is vitality important
for us all to look after our own, and each other’s mental health, so if you are feeling like you
need some help or support, please see the safeguarding page on our websites
for contact details of someone who can listen.

VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY

Congratulations to all the rosette winners this week.
ART
SMART

Leo Stephenson

Daisy Johnson

Isabelle Hein

Finn McGahan

Lily-Ann Morgan

Mya (Acorns)

SELF
SMART

Ava Keating

Leah Mahon and Harry Wayland

Julita Wyborska

Elise Parsons

Holly Reid

Najla Rathbone

MUSIC
SMART

Imogen Kay

Billie Gresty

WORD
SMART

Annabelle Childs

Theo England

Evie Hitchner

Evie Wyatt

NUMBER
SMART

BODY
SMART

Unfortunately due to a low take up,
this half term club will NOT take place.
Apologies for any inconvenience.
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THIS WEEK'S LEARNING

This week in EYFS, we are continuing
our pirate adventures. We have enjoyed
reading our story ‘The Night Pirates’ and
have made our own treasure maps and
telescopes so we can go on our own
pirate adventure!! Arghhh!!

This week Acorns have been
on a space adventure! We
enjoyed the story Whatever
Next by Jill Murphy, with a
little help from Baby Bear we
took a trip to the moon and,
on our return, we wrote all
about our lunar visits. We met
some aliens in our Cosmic Kids
yoga session and completed
the first two Space dance
lessons thanks to BBC schools.
We considered scissor safety
and handled scissors carefully
to practise our cutting skills
(very tricky indeed). We
have learnt the names of the
planets and know that we live
on the planet Earth.

KS1
In Literacy, year
1 have been
researching
animals and using
adjectives to
describe them. In
Science we have
been choosing
different ways to
sort and classify
animals. In Maths
we have been
working out
subtractions
crossing 10. In
Literacy year
2 have been
researching our
topic on Victorians
and looked at
school life using a
range of sources.
In maths we have
started to look at
data handling. We
have continued to
look at materials
in science and this
week we explored
materials that are
absorbent and
materials that are
waterproof.

We have reached the place where Ocean Meets Sky. The
children have created wonderful story plans and have
begun to write their stories. Our year ones have been
busy learning to count to 50 and using lots of different
objects to help them. Children in year two have been
getting to grips with division this week and have done a
fantastic job. In French this week KS1 have been revising
all their colours Looking forward to “printemps” Spring.
children made beautiful flowers naming colours and
learnt how to say which colour was their favourite.

THIS WEEK'S LEARNING
LKS2
We have had a wonderful week this week, and really
enjoyed our screen free Wednesday afternoon to support
our mental health. This week, we have researched lots
of information at home and in school regarding King
Tutankhamun and his extremely interesting life. Our
class book, ‘The Secrets of a Sun King’, has helped us to
understand what King Tutankhamun was like. We used
classification keys to help us to identify animals from
their characteristics - we really enjoyed this science
activity both at home and in school. What a fabulous
week of learning it has been!

In year 3 we have reached the
place where Ocean Meets Sky. The
children have created wonderful
story plans and have begun to write
their stories. We have completed our
multiplication and division learning
this week.
In our topic we have been looking
at lots of different capital cities from
around the world.
We have enjoyed some Nature
Drawing this week. We have thought
about what we see when we are out
in nature.
Year 4 have been writing diary
entries using 'show, don't tell'. In
maths, they have been looking at
fractions, in particular, tenths. In our
topic we looked at Ancient Egypt's
great achievements and in science,
we used keys to classify animals.

UKS2
This week, years 5 and 6 have learnt
about the Gods and Goddesses
of Ancient Greece in their topic
lessons. In Literacy, we’ve begun
looking at Greek myths - this week
we’ve focussed on Medusa. We’ve
created fact files about her and
wanted posters to find a hero to
save the Greeks from her terrible
stare. Maths has been more work
on fractions and percentages;
our confidence is really growing!
Designing our own Khanda’s in RE
really made us think about what
patterns we would use to decorate
the Sikh’s special symbol. Our
Science has been all about pulleys fascinating devices that help us lift
heavy objects with ease.
It’s been another busy week of
learning! Thanks for making us proud!

This week in Oak we have begun to look at Greek Myths this week our focus has been on Medusa.Willow’s Year 5s
have been writing blogs based on A Midsummer Night’s
Dream,using show, don’t tell.
Oak Year 5 and 6 have continued to look at decimals,
whilst Willow Year 5 have been looking at fractions.
In Science we have been looking at water resistance
while in French this week KS2 children have been
thinking about pizza and which topping they would like.
Topic this week in Year 5 and 6 has had a Geography
focus: to locate places and areas using maps and atlases
and to write fact files or presentations about Greece.

